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Physics of Societal Issues

David Hafemeister 2013-12-12 This book provides the reader with essential tools
needed to analyze complex societal issues and demonstrates the transition from
physics to modern-day laws and treaties. This second edition features new equationoriented material and extensive data sets drawing upon current information from
experts in their fields. Problems to challenge the reader and extend discussion are
presented on three timely issues: • National Security: Weapons, Offense, Defense,
Verification, Nuclear Proliferation, Terrorism • Environment: Air/Water, Nuclear, Climate
Change, EM Fields/Epidemiology • Energy: Current Energy Situation, Buildings, Solar
Buildings, Renewable Energy, Enhanced End-Use Efficiency, Transportation,
Economics Praise for the first edition: "This insight is needed in Congress and the
Executive Branch. Hafemeister, a former Congressional fellow with wide Washington
experience, has written a book for physicists, chemists and engineers who want to
learn science and policy on weapons, energy, and the environment. Scientists who
want to make a difference will want this book." Richard Scribner, first Director,
Congressional Science and Engineering Fellow Program, AAAS "Hafemeister shows
how much one can understand about nuclear weapons and missile issues through
simple back-of-the-envelope calculations. He also provides compact explanations of
the partially successful attempts that have been made over the past 60 years to control
these weapons of mass destruction. Hopefully, Physics of Societal Issues will help
interest a new generation of physicists in continuing this work." Frank von Hippel,

Professor, Princeton, former Assistant Director, National Security, White House, OSTP
"Energy policy must be quantitative. People who don't calculate economic tradeoffs
often champion simplistic hardware. ‘The solution is more... nuclear power, or electric
cars, or photovoltaics, etc.’ Some simple physics will show that the true solution
matches supply and demand as an ‘integrated resource plan.’ Physics of Societal
Issues is a good place to begin this journey." Arthur Rosenfeld, former California
Energy Commissioner, Professor-emeritus, U. of California-Berkeley
Thermal Design of Buildings Tyler Stewart Rogers 1964
Heating and Cooling of Buildings T. Agami Reddy 2016-09-01 Heating and Cooling of
Buildings: Principles and Practice of Energy Efficient Design, Third Edition is structured
to provide a rigorous and comprehensive technical foundation and coverage to all the
various elements inherent in the design of energy efficient and green buildings. Along
with numerous new and revised examples, design case studies, and homework
problems, the third edition includes the HCB software along with its extensive website
material, which contains a wealth of data to support design analysis and planning.
Based around current codes and standards, the Third Edition explores the latest
technologies that are central to design and operation of today’s buildings. It serves as
an up-to-date technical resource for future designers, practitioners, and researchers
wishing to acquire a firm scientific foundation for improving the design and performance
of buildings and the comfort of their occupants. For engineering and architecture

students in undergraduate/graduate classes, this comprehensive textbook:
More Other Homes and Garbage Jim Leckie 1981 Shares design ideas and technical
information with the nonspecialist seeking to establish a living environment that
conserves energy and materials
BIM in Small-Scale Sustainable Design Francois Levy 2011-11-16 "Any architect doing
small or medium scaled projects who is alsovested in sustainable design but is not yet
doing BIM will enjoythis book's overall focus."-Architosh.com This work is the leading
guide to architectural design within abuilding information modeling (BIM) workflow,
giving thepractitioner a clear procedure when designing climate-loaddominated
buildings. The book incorporates new information relatedto BIM, integrated practice,
and sustainable design, as wellinformation on how designers can incorporate the
latesttechnological tools. Each chapter addresses specific topics, suchas natural
ventilation for cooling, passive solar heating,rainwater harvesting and building
hydrology, optimizing materialuse and reducing construction waste, and collaborating
withconsultants or other building professionals such as engineers andenergy modelers.
Sustainability through Energy-Efficient Buildings Amritanshu Shukla 2018-03-20 The
book covers chapters ranging from introduction to recent technological challenges,
case studies of energy-efficient buildings with policy and awareness issues,
fundamentals and present status along with research updates and future aspects on
topics focusing on energy-efficient construction, materials Provides comprehensive

information on energy efficient buildings including policy and energy audit aspects with
case studies Examines application of PCMs in passive heating and cooling in buildings;
role of active TES and energy saving potential
Modeling, Design, and Optimization of Net-Zero Energy Buildings Andreas Athienitis
2015-01-26 Building energy design is currently going through a period of major
changes. One key factor of this is the adoption of net-zero energy as a long term goal
for new buildings in most developed countries. To achieve this goal a lot of research is
needed to accumulate knowledge and to utilize it in practical applications. In this book,
accomplished international experts present advanced modeling techniques as well as
in-depth case studies in order to aid designers in optimally using simulation tools for netzero energy building design. The strategies and technologies discussed in this book
are, however, also applicable for the design of energy-plus buildings. This book was
facilitated by International Energy Agency's Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC) Programs
and the Energy in Buildings and Communities (EBC) Programs through the joint SHC
Task 40/EBC Annex 52: Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings R&D collaboration.
After presenting the fundamental concepts, design strategies, and technologies
required to achieve net-zero energy in buildings, the book discusses different design
processes and tools to support the design of net-zero energy buildings (NZEBs). A
substantial chapter reports on four diverse NZEBs that have been operating for at least
two years. These case studies are extremely high quality because they all have high

resolution measured data and the authors were intimately involved in all of them from
conception to operating. By comparing the projections made using the respective
design tools with the actual performance data, successful (and unsuccessful) design
techniques and processes, design and simulation tools, and technologies are identified.
Written by both academics and practitioners (building designers) and by North
Americans as well as Europeans, this book provides a very broad perspective. It
includes a detailed description of design processes and a list of appropriate tools for
each design phase, plus methods for parametric analysis and mathematical
optimization. It is a guideline for building designers that draws from both the profound
theoretical background and the vast practical experience of the authors.
A Greener House Richard Reed 2012-02-14 How green should you go? If you would
like to make a positive impact on the environment but are concerned about the financial
outlay, A Greener House is for you. Property experts Richard Reed and Sara Wilkinson
will show you how to decide which sustainable measures are suited to your property,
and evaluate the cost implications of installing them. You'll learn how to design a new
home that exceeds the highest energy-efficiency ratings available, protect your property
from obsolescence and outdating, and evaluate market trends in your neighbourhood. If
you own property and would like to increase its value, you can't afford to ignore
sustainability. This book will show you how to reduce your environmental footprint while
making the most of your greatest financial asset. We all agree that we can't continue to

consume the world's resources at the rate that we are now. We must start living more
sustainably - and what better place to start than at home? Most of us want to play our
part, but we're put off by financial concerns. But what if the cost of building or
remodelling a greener house could be recovered in the value of your home when you
sell?
Sustainable Nation Douglas Farr 2018-04-10 PROSE Award Finalist 2019 Association
of American Publishers Award for Professional and Scholarly Excellence As a follow up
to his widely acclaimed Sustainable Urbanism, this new book from author Douglas Farr
embraces the idea that the humanitarian, population, and climate crises are three
facets of one interrelated human existential challenge, one with impossibly short
deadlines. The vision of Sustainable Nation is to accelerate the pace of progress of
human civilization to create an equitable and sustainable world. The core strategy of
Sustainable Nation is the perfection of the design and governance of all neighborhoods
to make them unique exemplars of community and sustainability. The tools to achieve
this vision are more than 70 patterns for rebellious change written by industry leaders of
thought and practice. Each pattern represents an aspirational, future-oriented ideal for
a key aspect of a neighborhood. At once an urgent call to action and a guidebook for
change, Sustainable Nation is an essential resource for urban designers, planners, and
architects.
High Performance Buildings: A Guide for Owners & Managers Anthony Robinson, MS

2015-03-30 High Performance Buildings: A Guide for Owners and Managers, is a
template - a blueprint for action for those making decisions about how to improve the
energy efficiency and performance of new or existing buildings. It is designed to have
broad appeal, both for the seasoned veteran facility or energy manager and for the new
manager alike, but can also be utilized as a practical desk reference by professionals
such as architects, engineers, and construction managers. The full spectrum of topics
relevant to achieving optimum building performance is addressed, including analysis of
overall building energy use and performance, building commissioning, applicable
codes, standards and rating systems, building envelope, onsite power generating
options, optimizing performance of building mechanical and electrical equipment, and
importance of effective building operation and maintenance practices. Fundamental
principles are discussed and illustrated with case studies.
Design and Construction of High-Performance Homes Franca Trubiano 2013-03-05
Both professionals and students are increasingly committed to achieving highperformance metrics in the design, construction and operation of residential buildings.
This book responds to this demand by offering a comprehensive guide which features:
architectural innovations in building skin technologies which make lighter more
transparent buildings high performing; energy-free architectural design principles and
advances in building-integrated photovoltaics; essential engineering principles, controls
and approaches to simulation for achieving net zero; the advantages of integrated

design in residential construction and the challenges and opportunities it engenders;
detailed case studies of innovative homes which have incorporated low-energy design
solutions, new materials, alternative building assemblies, digital fabrication, integrated
engineering systems and operational controls. Divided into four parts, the book
discusses the requisite AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) knowledge
needed when building a high-performance home. It also communicates this information
across four case studies, which provide the reader with a thorough overview of all
aspects to be considered in the design and construction of sustainable homes. With
contributions from experts in the field, the book provides a well-rounded and multifaceted approach. This book is essential reading for students and professionals in
design, architecture, engineering (civil, mechanical and electrical), construction and
energy management.
Simplified Design of HVAC Systems William Bobenhausen 1994-04-14 A practical
overview of what to consider when designing a building's heating, cooling, ventilating
and humidifying systems along with their space, power, control and other requirements.
Includes the latest concepts, applications, basic design problems and their solutions.
Packed with examples to facilitate understanding.
Principles of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning in Buildings John W. Mitchell
2012-03-06 Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning by J. W. Mitchell and J. E. Braun
provides foundational knowledge for the behavior and analysis of HVAC systems and

related devices. The emphasis of this text is on the application of engineering principles
that features tight integration of physical descriptions with a software program that
allows performance to be directly calculated, with results that provide insight into actual
behavior. Furthermore, the text offers more examples, end-of-chapter problems, and
design projects that represent situations an engineer might face in practice and are
selected to illustrate the complex and integrated nature of an HVAC system or piece of
equipment.
Heating Services in Buildings David E. Watkins 2011-09-26 Water based heating
systems are efficient, flexible, versatile and offer many advantages over other heating
systems. These advantages (fast response, good controllability, efficient zonal heating
and largely silent operation) all require that initial design, installation, commissioning
and maintenance be carried out to a high standard by competent engineers. Heating
Services in Buildings provides the reader with a detailed and thorough understanding of
the principles and elements of heating buildings using modern water based heating
systems. A key theme of the book is that there is little difference, in the approach to the
design and engineering, between domestic and commercial installations. The author’s
detailed but highly practical approach to the subject ensures there is sufficient
information for students from both a craft background and those with more academic
backgrounds to understand the material. This approach is complemented by
straightforward, easy-to-use diagrams. Heating Services in Buildings supports a range

of educational courses, including degree level building services engineering; NVQ
Level 4 Higher Professional Diploma in Building Services Engineering; City & Guilds
supplementary heating course and the Heating Design and Installation Course
accredited by the European Registration Scheme (ERS).
Encyclopedia of Renewable Energy James G. Speight 2022-01-26 ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF RENEWABLE ENERGY Written by a highly respected engineer and prolific author
in the energy sector, this is the single most comprehensive, thorough, and up-to-date
reference work on renewable energy. The world’s energy industry is and has always
been volatile, sometimes controversial, with wild swings upward and downward. This
has, historically, been mostly because most of our energy has come from fossil fuels,
which is a finite source of energy. Every so often, a technology comes along, like
hydrofracturing, that is a game-changer. But is it, really? Aren’t we just delaying the
inevitable with these temporary price fixes The only REAL game-changer is renewable
energy. For decades, renewable energy sources have been sought, developed, and
studied. Sometimes wind is at the forefront, sometimes solar, and, for the last decade
or so, there has been a surge in interest for biofeedstocks and biofuels. There are also
the “old standbys” of nuclear and geothermal energy, which have both been around for
a very long time. This groundbreaking new volume presents these topics and trends in
an encyclopedic format, as a go-to reference for the engineer, scientist, student, or
even layperson who works in the industry or is simply interested in the topic. Compiled

by one of the world’s best-known and respected energy engineers, this is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date encyclopedia of renewable energy ever written, a musthave for any library. Encyclopedia of Renewable Energy: Is written in an encyclopedic
style, covering every aspect of renewable energy, including wind, solar, and many other
topics Offers a comprehensive coverage of the industry, from the chemical processes
of biofeedstocks and biofuels to the machinery and equipment used in the production of
fuel and power generation Is filled with workable examples and designs that are helpful
for practical applications Covers the state of the art, an invaluable resource for any
engineer Audience Engineers across a variety of industries, including wind, solar,
process engineering, waste utilization for fuels, and many others, such as process
engineers, chemical engineers, electrical engineers, petroleum engineers, civil
engineers, and the technicians and other scientists who work in this field
Olin's Construction H. Leslie Simmons 2011-12-20 Get the updated industry standard
for a new age of construction! For more than fifty years, Olin’s Construction has been
the cornerstone reference in the field for architecture and construction professionals
and students. This new edition is an invaluable resource that will provide in-depth
coverage for decades to come. You’ll find the most up-to-date principles, materials,
methods, codes, and standards used in the design and construction of contemporary
concrete, steel, masonry, and wood buildings for residential, commercial, and
institutional use. Organized by the principles of the MasterFormat® 2010 Update, this

edition: Covers sitework; concrete, steel, masonry, wood, and plastic materials; sound
control; mechanical and electrical systems; doors and windows; finishes; industry
standards; codes; barrier-free design; and much more Offers extensive coverage of the
metric system of measurement Includes more than 1,800 illustrations, 175 new to this
edition and more than 200 others, revised to bring them up to date Provides vital
descriptive information on how to design buildings, detail components, specify materials
and products, and avoid common pitfalls Contains new information on sustainability,
expanded coverage of the principles of construction management and the place of
construction managers in the construction process, and construction of long span
structures in concrete, steel, and wood The most comprehensive text on the subject,
Olin’s Construction covers not only the materials and methods of building construction,
but also building systems and equipment, utilities, properties of materials, and current
design and contracting requirements. Whether you’re a builder, designer, contractor, or
manager, join the readers who have relied on the principles of Olin’s Construction for
more than two generations to master construction operations.
Building Performance Simulation for Design and Operation Jan L.M. Hensen 2012-0910 Effective building performance simulation can reduce the environmental impact of
the built environment, improve indoor quality and productivity, and facilitate future
innovation and technological progress in construction. It draws on many disciplines,
including physics, mathematics, material science, biophysics and human behavioural,

environmental and computational sciences. The discipline itself is continuously evolving
and maturing, and improvements in model robustness and fidelity are constantly being
made. This has sparked a new agenda focusing on the effectiveness of simulation in
building life-cycle processes. Building Performance Simulation for Design and
Operation begins with an introduction to the concepts of performance indicators and
targets, followed by a discussion on the role of building simulation in performancebased building design and operation. This sets the ground for in-depth discussion of
performance prediction for energy demand, indoor environmental quality (including
thermal, visual, indoor air quality and moisture phenomena), HVAC and renewable
system performance, urban level modelling, building operational optimization and
automation. Produced in cooperation with the International Building Performance
Simulation Association (IBPSA), and featuring contributions from fourteen
internationally recognised experts in this field, this book provides a unique and
comprehensive overview of building performance simulation for the complete building
life-cycle from conception to demolition. It is primarily intended for advanced students in
building services engineering, and in architectural, environmental or mechanical
engineering; and will be useful for building and systems designers and operators.
Heating and Cooling of Buildings Jan F. Kreider 2002 Heating and Cooling of Buildings,
Second Edition by Kreider and Rable covers technologies-from materials to computersthat are exerting a profound effect on the design and operation of buildings. Numerous

examples are presented and solved to reinforce important concepts and software
applications are integrated throughout.The contents of this edition have been expanded
to include a chapter on economic analysis and optimization, new heating and cooling
load procedures, more than 200 new homework problems, and new and simplified
procedures for ground coupling heat transfer calculations.One of the most notable
difference in the second edition of this book is that many of the appendices from the
first edition of this book have been moved to the accompanying CD-ROM. The CDROM amounts to a searchable database of tables, charts, and information on building
codes. For example, there are more than 1,000 tables in the electronic appendices that
can be searched by major categories, a table list, or an index of topics. The CD also
directs students to the central web site where several hundred links are maintained to
hep students find manufacturer and government data, browse in newsgroups, and find
any corrections and updates to t e text and date tables. Students have come to expect
this kind interaction through Internet searches.
Building Systems for Interior Designers Corky Binggeli 2010 Building Systems for
interior designers Second Edition Corky Binggeli, asid The updated guide to technical
building systems for interior designers As integral members of the building design team,
interior designers share an increasingly complex and crucial role. Now revised in its
second edition, Building Systems for Interior Designers remains the one go-to resource
that addresses the special concerns of the interior designer within the broader context

of the rest of the building design team. Building Systems for Interior Designers, Second
Edition explains technical building systems and engineering issues in a clear and
accessible way to interior designers. Covering systems from HVAC to water and waste
to lighting, transportation, and safety, author Corky Binggeli enables interior designers
to communicate more effectively with architects, engineers, and contractors;
collaborate effectively on projects; and contribute to more accurate solutions for a
broad range of building considerations. Among the many improvements in the Second
Edition are: A deeper engagement with sustainable building design, giving the interior
designer the resources needed to participate as part of a sustainable design team A
reshaped structure that enhances the reader's understanding of the material Many
more illustrations and explanatory captions With a host of features to make the book
more up to date, easier to use, and more effective as an instructive guide, Building
Systems for Interior Designers, Second Edition is a valuable book for students as well
as a practical desktop reference for professionals.
Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings Walter T. Grondzik 2011-01-31 For
more than half a century, this book has been a fixture in architecture and construction
firms the world over. Twice awarded the AIA's Citation for Excellence in International
Architecture Book Publishing, Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings is
recognized for its comprehensiveness, clarity of presentation, and timely coverage of
new design trends and technologies. Addressing mechanical and electrical systems for

buildings of all sizes, it provides design guidelines and detailed design procedures for
each topic covered. Thoroughly updated to cover the latest technologies, new and
emerging design trends, and relevant codes, this latest edition features more than
2,200 illustrations--200 new to this edition--and a companion Website with additional
resources.
Passive Solar Architecture David Bainbridge 2011-08-18 New buildings can be
designed to be solar oriented, naturally heated and cooled, naturally lit and ventilated,
and made with renewable, sustainable materials—no matter the location or climate. In
this comprehensive overview of passive solar design, two of America’s solar pioneers
give homeowners, architects, designers, and builders the keys to successfully
harnessing the sun and maximizing climate resources for heating, cooling, ventilation,
and daylighting. Bainbridge and Haggard draw upon examples from their own
experiences, as well as those of others, of more than three decades to offer both
overarching principles as well as the details and formulas needed to successfully
design a more comfortable, healthy, and secure place in which to live, laugh, dance,
and be comfortable. Even if the power goes off. Passive Solar Architecture also
discusses “greener” and more-sustainable building materials and how to use them, and
explores the historical roots of green design that have made possible buildings that
produce more energy and other resources than they use.
Energy Efficient Buildings John Zhai 2022-11-01 A complete and authoritative

discussion of the fundamentals of designing and engineering energy efficient buildings
In Energy Efficient Buildings: Fundamentals of Building Science and Thermal Systems,
distinguished engineer and architect Dr. Zhiqiang (John) Zhai delivers a comprehensive
exploration of the design and engineering fundamentals of energy efficient buildings.
The book introduces the fundamental knowledge, calculations, analyses, and principles
used by designers of energy efficient buildings and addresses all essential elements of
the discipline. An essential guide for students studying civil, architectural, mechanical,
and electrical engineering with a focus on energy, building systems, and building
science, the book provides practical in-class materials, examples, and actual design
practices, as well as end-of-chapter questions (with solutions) and sample group
projects. Readers will find: A thorough introduction to the cross-disciplinary approach to
the design of energy efficient buildings Comprehensive explorations of all critical
elements of energy efficient building design, including standards and codes,
psychometrics, microclimate, thermal comfort, indoor air quality, HVAC systems, and
more In-depth discussions of the foundational knowledge, calculations, analysis, and
principles needed to design energy efficient buildings Practical in-class examples and
end-of-chapter questions with solutions for students, and design guidance and sample
group projects for use in course lectures and actual design practices. Perfect for
graduate and advanced undergraduate students studying building environmental
systems, building systems in construction, and mechanical and electrical systems in

construction, Energy Efficient Buildings: Fundamentals of Building Science and
Thermal Systems will also earn a place in the libraries of practicing civil, architectural,
and mechanical engineers.
Building Heat Transfer Morris Grenfell Davies 2004-04-23 A third or more of the energy
consumption of industrialized countries is expended on creating acceptable thermal
and lighting conditions in buildings. As a result, building heat transfer is keenly
important to the design of buildings, and the resulting analytical theory forms the basis
of most design procedures. Analytical Theory of Building Heat Transfer is the first
comprehensive reference of its kind, a one-volume compilation of current findings on
heat transfer relating to the thermal behavior of buildings, forming a logical basis for
current design procedures.
Environmental Engineering James R. Mihelcic 2021-07-14 Environmental Engineering,
3rd Edition, is a balanced and up-to-date presentation of the core concepts of
sustainable design — providing a mass-and-energy approach to the biology and
chemistry of the environment while emphasizing the development of innovative and
resilient solutions to environmental challenges. Clear and engaging chapters, written by
leaders in their respective areas of expertise, cover environmental risk and
measurements, physical processes, water resources, air-quality engineering, solidwaste management, and many more critical topics. Now in its third edition, this
comprehensive textbook offers up-to-date perspectives on recent regulatory and policy

issues relevant to sustainable development, explores innovative engineering solutions
to global problems, and discusses emerging topics such as green chemistry,
biomimicry, and life cycle thinking. Throughout this new edition, classroom-proven
pedagogical tools develop students’ design skills and strengthen their understanding of
fundamental principles. Now offered in enhanced ePub format, Environmental
Engineering is an invaluable resource for students seeking to design solutions that
meet current and future sustainability challenges.
Heating and Cooling of Buildings Jan F. Kreider 2009-12-28 The art and the science of
building systems design evolve continuously as designers, practitioners, and
researchers all endeavor to improve the performance of buildings and the comfort and
productivity of their occupants. Retaining coverage from the original second edition
while updating the information in electronic form, Heating and Cooling of Buildings:
Design for Efficiency, Revised Second Edition presents the technical basis for
designing the lighting and mechanical systems of buildings. Along with numerous
homework problems, the revised second edition offers a full chapter on economic
analysis and optimization, new heating and cooling load procedures and databases,
and simplified procedures for ground coupled heat transfer calculations. The
accompanying CD-ROM contains an updated version of the Heating and Cooling of
Buildings (HCB) software program as well as electronic appendices that include over
1,000 tables in HTML format that can be searched by major categories, a table list, or

an index of topics. Ancillary information is available on the book’s website
www.hcbcentral.com From materials to computers, this edition explores the latest
technologies exerting a profound effect on the design and operation of buildings.
Emphasizing design optimization and critical thinking, the book continues to be the
ultimate resource for understanding energy use in buildings.
Solar Energy Application in Buildings A. A. M. Sayigh 2012-12-02 Solar Energy
Application in Buildings discusses the successful utilization of the Sun’s energy in
various cultures, continents, and climates. This book consists of 19 chapters and
begins with considerable chapters devoted to the fundamentals of solar energy,
including climate, storage, and material properties. The subsequent chapters discuss
the concept of passive heating and cooling in buildings. The remaining nine chapters
deal with various applications of solar energy in buildings in the United States, Iran,
Canada, Germany, Japan, New Zealand, Great Britain, India, and France. This work
will be of great value to scientists and engineers who are interested in the great
potential of solar energy.
Heating, Cooling, Lighting Norbert Lechner 2014-10-13 Sustainable environmental
control through building design Heating, Cooling, and Lighting is the industry standard
text on environmental control systems with the emphasis on sustainable design. By
detailing the many factors that contribute to the comfort in a building, this book helps
architects minimize mechanical systems and energy usage over the life of the building

by siting, building design, and landscaping to maximize natural heating, cooling, and
lighting. This new fourth edition includes new information on integrated design
strategies and designing for the Tropics. Resources include helpful case studies,
checklists, diagrams, and a companion website featuring additional cases, an image
bank, and instructor materials. Designing buildings that require less energy to heat,
cool, and light means allowing the natural energy of the sun and wind to reduce the
burden on the mechanical and electrical systems. Basic design decisions regarding
size, orientation, and form have a great impact on the sustainability, cost, and comfort
of a building. Heating, Cooling, and Lighting provides detailed guidance for each phase
of a design project. Readers will: Understand the concept of sustainability as applied to
energy sources Review the basic principles of thermal comfort, and the critical role of
climate Learn the fundamentals of solar responsive design, including active and
passive solar systems as well as photovoltaics Discover how siting, architectural
design, and landscaping can reduce the requirements for mechanical and electrical
systems In sustainable design, mechanical, and electrical systems should be used to
only accomplish what the architect could not by the design of the building itself. With
this in mind, designers require a comprehensive understanding of both the properties of
energy and the human factors involved in thermal comfort. Heating, Cooling, and
Lighting is the complete, industry-leading resource for designers interested in

sustainable environmental control.
Hearings United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
1971
Heating, Cooling, Lighting Norbert M. Lechner 2021-10-26 The essential guide to
environmental control systems in building design For over 25 years Heating, Cooling,
Lighting: Sustainable Design Strategies Towards Net Zero Architecture has provided
architects and design professionals the knowledge and tools required to design a
sustainable built environment at the schematic design stage. This Fifth Edition offers
cutting-edge research in the field of sustainable architecture and design and has been
completely restructured based on net zero design strategies. Reflecting the latest
developments in codes, standards, and rating systems for energy efficiency, Heating,
Cooling, Lighting: Sustainable Design Strategies Towards Net Zero Architecture
includes three new chapters: Retrofits: Best practices for efficient energy optimization in
existing buildings Integrated Design: Strategies for synergizing passive and active
design Design Tools: How to utilize the best tools to benchmark a building's
sustainability and net zero potential Heating, Cooling, Lighting: Sustainable Design
Strategies Towards Net Zero Architecture is a go-to resource for practicing
professionals and students in the fields of environmental systems technology or design,
environmental design systems, construction technology, and sustainability technology.
Sustainable Architectural Design Kuppaswamy Iyengar 2015-05-15 This book is a

guide to a sustainable design process that moves from theory, to site and energy use,
to building systems, and finally to evaluation and case studies, so you can integrate
design and technology for effective sustainable building. Kuppaswamy Iyengar shows
you how to get it right the first time, use free energy systems, and utilise technologies
that minimize fossil fuel use. Each chapter has a sustainable design overview, technical
details and strategies marked by clear sections, a summary, and further resources.
Heavily illustrated with charts, tables, drawings, photographs, and case studies, the
book shows technologies and concepts integrated into cohesive project types, from
small and large office spaces to single and multiuse residences, hospitals, schools,
restaurants, and warehouses to demonstrate implementing your designs to meet
clients' needs now and for the future. Includes an overview of alternate assessment and
evaluation systems such as BREEAM, CASBEE, GBTool, Green Globes alongside
LEED, ECOTECT, energy 10, HEED and eQuest simulation programs. The guide
reveals the importance of the building envelope—walls, superstructure, insulation,
windows, floors, roofs, and building materials—on the environmental impact of a
building, and has a section on site systems examining site selection, landscape design,
thermal impact, and building placement.
Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 1971
Modeling, Design, and Optimization of Net-Zero Energy Buildings Andreas Athienitis

2015-03-30 Building energy design is currently going through a period of major
changes. One key factor of this is the adoption of net-zero energy as a long term goal
for new buildings in most developed countries. To achieve this goal a lot of research is
needed to accumulate knowledge and to utilize it in practical applications. In this book,
accomplished international experts present advanced modeling techniques as well as
in-depth case studies in order to aid designers in optimally using simulation tools for netzero energy building design. The strategies and technologies discussed in this book
are, however, also applicable for the design of energy-plus buildings. This book was
facilitated by International Energy Agency's Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC) Programs
and the Energy in Buildings and Communities (EBC) Programs through the joint SHC
Task 40/EBC Annex 52: Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings R&D collaboration.
After presenting the fundamental concepts, design strategies, and technologies
required to achieve net-zero energy in buildings, the book discusses different design
processes and tools to support the design of net-zero energy buildings (NZEBs). A
substantial chapter reports on four diverse NZEBs that have been operating for at least
two years. These case studies are extremely high quality because they all have high
resolution measured data and the authors were intimately involved in all of them from
conception to operating. By comparing the projections made using the respective
design tools with the actual performance data, successful (and unsuccessful) design
techniques and processes, design and simulation tools, and technologies are identified.

Written by both academics and practitioners (building designers) and by North
Americans as well as Europeans, this book provides a very broad perspective. It
includes a detailed description of design processes and a list of appropriate tools for
each design phase, plus methods for parametric analysis and mathematical
optimization. It is a guideline for building designers that draws from both the profound
theoretical background and the vast practical experience of the authors.
Sustainability Rao Y. Surampalli 2020-05-11 A comprehensive resource to
sustainability and its application to the environmental, industrial, agricultural and food
security sectors Sustainability fills a gap in the literature in order to provide an important
guide to the fundamental knowledge and practical applications of sustainability in a
wide variety of areas. The authors – noted experts who represent a number of
sustainability fields – bring together in one comprehensive volume the broad range of
topics including basic concepts, impact assessment, environmental and the socioeconomic aspects of sustainability. In addition, the book covers applications of
sustainability in environmental, industrial, agricultural and food security, as well as
carbon cycle and infrastructural aspects. Sustainability addresses the challenges the
global community is facing due to population growth, depletion of non-renewable
resources of energy, environmental degradation, poverty, excessive generation of
wastes and more. Throughout the book the authors discuss the economics, ecological,
social, technological and systems perspectives of sustainability. This important

resource: • Explores the fundamentals as well as the key concepts of sustainability; •
Covers basic concepts, impact assessment, environmental and socio-economic
aspects, applications of sustainability in environmental, industrial, agricultural and food
security, carbon cycle and infrastructural aspects; • Argues the essentiality of
sustainability in ensuring the propitious future of earth systems; and • Authored by
experts from a range of various fields related to sustainability. Written for researchers
and scientists, students and academics, Sustainability: Fundamentals and Applications
is a comprehensive book that covers the basic knowledge of the topic combined with
practical applications.
Solar Technologies for Buildings Ursula Eicker 2006-08-14 A complete overview of
solar technologies relevant to the built environment, including solar thermal energy for
heating and cooling, passive solar energy for daylighting and heating supply, and
photovoltaics for electricity production Provides practical examples and calculations to
enable component and system simulation e.g. Calculation of U-values, I-V curve
parameters and radiance distribution modelling Discusses the new trends in thermal
energy use, including the architectural integration of collector systems, integrated
ventilation photovoltaics facades and solar powered absorption cooling systems
Coverage of cutting-edge applications such as active and passive cooling techniques
and results from ongoing research projects
Solar and Heat Pump Systems for Residential Buildings Jean-Christophe Hadorn 2015-

06-30 The combination of heat pumps and solar components is a recent development
and has great potential for improving the energy efficiency of house and hot water
heating systems. As a consequence, it can enhance the energy footprint of a building
substantially. This work compares different systems, analyses their performance and
illustrates monitoring techniques. It helps the reader to design, simulate and assess
solar and heat pump systems. Good examples of built systems are discussed in detail
and advice is given on how to design the most efficient system. This book is the first
one about this combination of components and presents the state of the art of this
technology. It is based on a joint research project of two programmes of the
International Energy Agency: the Solar Heating and Cooling Programme (SHC) and the
Heat Pump Programme. More than 50 experts from 13 countries have participated in
this research.
Climate Considerations in Building and Urban Design Baruch Givoni 1998-01-20
Climate Considerations in Building and Urban Design Baruch Givoni Climate
Considerations in Building and Urban Design is the most comprehensive, up-to-date
reference available on building and urban climatology. Written in clear, common-sense
language by Baruch Givoni, the leading authority in the field, this book is a far-reaching
look at a variety of climatic influences and their effects on individuals, buildings, and
communities. Aimed at architecture and urban planning professionals and students
alike, Climate Considerations in Building and Urban Design offers real-life solutions to

climatological site planning and design issues, helping to settle disputes about site
orientation, site organization, and the assembly of building materials. Climate
Considerations in Building and Urban Design is organized into three parts. The first,
Building Climatology, analyzes human thermal comfort and the effect of architectural
and structural design features including layout, window orientation, and shading, and
ventilation conditions on the indoor climate. Then, Urban Climatology explores the ways
in which the climate in densely built areas can differ from surrounding regional climactic
conditions, for example, in temperature, wind speed, and humidity. This part further
explores the effects of urban design elements, such as urban density and building
height, on a city's outdoor climate. Finally, Building and Urban Design Guidelines
applies the body of available research on building climatology and the effects of
physical planning on the urban and indoor climates to suggest design guidelines for
different regions--for example, hot-dry and hot-humid climates. Filled with lists, tables,
and graphs for easy cross-referencing, as well as hundreds of visuals, Climate
Considerations in Building and Urban Design offers readers the ability to perform a
quick check of a proposed scheme against authoritative criteria. Mr. Givoni's latest
volume is a unique, indispensable guide to the relationship between building design,
urban planning, and climate.
Photovoltaic Thermal Passive House System Gopal Nath Tiwari 2022-07-22
Sustainable Advanced Solar Passive House provides a platform to disseminate

knowledge regarding the basics of solar energy, heat transfer, and solar houses,
including designing concepts. Apart from a brief introduction to solar physics and
thermodynamics, the book primarily deals with the technical description of solar houses
and associated concepts. Different types of photovoltaic modules and their integration
with the buildings are discussed with case studies, including energy balance equations
and fundamental energy matrices. It discusses concepts like energy matrices, solar
passive heating/cooling, architecture design, low-cost building, energy/exergy analysis,
building integrated photovoltaic, and energy conservation.
Dodge Digest of Building Costs and Specifications 1984
Climate Change 2007 - Mitigation of Climate Change Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change 2007-11-12 The Climate Change 2007 volumes of the Fourth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provide
the most comprehensive and balanced assessment of climate change available. This
IPCC Working Group III volume provides a comprehensive, state-of-the-art and
worldwide overview of scientific knowledge related to the mitigation of climate change.
It includes a detailed assessment of costs and potentials of mitigation technologies and
practices, implementation barriers, and policy options for the sectors: energy supply,
transport, buildings, industry, agriculture, forestry and waste management. It links
sustainable development policies with climate change practices. This volume will again
be the standard reference for all those concerned with climate change, including

students and researchers, analysts and decision-makers in governments and the
private sector.
Environmental Sustainability in Building Design and Construction Xiaoming Wang
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